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Answer any three questions from part A three questions from
part B and six questions from part C,

PART.A
1) a) With the necessary theory describe Millikan's oil drop method to

determine the charge ofan electron. tSlb) Write anoteonL- S andJ-Jcouplingschemes in case of multielectron

b) What is Raman effect? Describe the experimental set up to study Ramaneffect. t5l

3) a) What is biasing of a transistor? Explain potential
transistor.

Explain the action of 7r section filter.

What is operating point? Explain.

system. t4I

2) a) What are excitation and Ionisation potentials? Describe franck and Hertz
experiment to determine the same. t7l

b)

b)

c)

divider biasing of a
t6l

t3I

t3l

4) a) Draw the circuit diagram of Hartley oscillator and describe its workine.

Obtain diode current equation.

ts1

t3l
Construct OR gate and AND gate using transistor. Explain its action.[4]

P,T.O.
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PART.B

5) Calculate the wavelength separation between the two component lines which
are observed in the Normal zeeman effect, the magnetic field used is 0.4
w^eter/m2. The sFecific charge is given as 1.76 x l0r'C-kgr and the wavelength
of light used in 6000A. - gt

6) C.alculatethe rotational energy corresponding to J =1 for Hydrogen molecule,
given the bond length as 0.074nm and mass of
Hydrogen atom = l.674xl0akg. Given h =6.63x1}s JS.

7) Find the current tkough 8 e resistqr using thevenin,s theorem

In the zener diode voltiLge regulator circuit given below, calculate the zener
current and power dissipiated in the load. t41

t4l

t4l

8)

IKD

Vz'
o.'VD-

DY
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t2l

t2l

tzl
t2)

t21

t21

t2l

t21

9) a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

D

h)

M-30s9
PART.L

What is spaie quantization? Explain'

State Paulis exclusion principle.

What is Zeeman effect? Explain

Mention any two characteristic features of molecular spectra'

What is Avalanche breakdown. Explain. 
l

Compare CB and CE configuration in transistor.

Mention any two advantages of Negative feedback in amplifiers.

Write the circuit symbol and truth table of XOR gate.

.^, l^
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Instructian:- Answer any three questions from part A, any three qaestions

from pa B and any six questians from part C.

P+Rr -A
1) a) Starting from Debye's expression, discuss the variation of specific heat
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t81

t41

t41

t4l
t4l

of solids at low and high temperatures.

b) Compare Bose-Einstein and FermiDirac statistics.

2) a) Explain quantum theory of free electrons for metals.

b) State and explain Dulong-Petit's law? What are its limitations.

c) Derive an expression for Hall coefficient for metals.

3) a) What is compton shift? Obtain an expression for it.

b) Explain the main features ofcontinuous x-ray spectra.

4) a) Explain with reference to super conductivity

i) Transitiontemperahle.

ii) Isotopic effect.

iii) Meissner effect.

b) Describe the conskuction and working ofHe-Ne laser.

t8l

t41

t61

t6l

P,T.O.
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PART.B

5) Calculate the frequency of Einsteiri Oscillatoi for O" = 236k Given

Kr = 1.38 x10! Jkr and h = 6.6x10-a Jsec. I4l

6) Calculate Fermi energy at absolute zero for sodium. Given number of
electrons per unit volume = 2.5x102E, h = 6.625x10-34Js mass of the
.electron = 9.1 x10-31kg. t4l

7) Calculate the Hall voltage developed in a Ge crystal of thickness 0.5x103m
when a magnetic field of 0.6 T is applied. The current density is 250 Am, and
electron density is 2x10? m-3. . t4l

8) First order Bragg's reflection occurs. When a monochromatic beam ofx-rays
of wavelength 0.675A is incident on a crystal at a glancing angle of4"5f.
What is the glancing angle of third order Bragg's reflection?

PART.C

9) a) Write any two characteristics of molecular bond in crystals.

b) State Weidrnann-Franz law

c) Write any two properties ofdielectric materials.

d) State and explain Bragg's law.

e) Write crystal structure of NaCl.

I State and explain Dulong and Petits law.

g) What are Cooper - pairs? Explain.

h) Explain laser cooling.

^ 
.^, .^.

l4l

t2l

t2l

t21

t2l

t21

tzl

l2l

tzl
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fmm

t(l

141

t3l

I4l

t8l

t4l

of an intrinsic
t8l

1) a)

b)

c)

Answer any three questions from
part B and an! six frotn part C.

PART.A

What is total polarizability? Explain it's

Describe mechanism of atomic diffusion.

What are the types ofthermotropic liquid crystals? Explain.

a) Explain, point and line defecrs.

b) Give the classical theory ofdiamagnetism.

a) Explain the concept of bands in solids.

b) Derive an expression for electrical conductivity
semiconductor.

?\

4) a)

b)

c)

With a neat diagram explain photovoltaic cell.

Explain Hall effect in semiconductors.

Derive the continuity equation for charge carriers.

t3I

t3l

t6l

P.T.O.
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PART.B

5) A solid elemental dielectric with 3x1028 atoms/m3 shows an electronic
polarizability, of 104 f-m2. Assuming the intemal electric field to be a lorentz
field, calculate the dielectric constant ofthe material. t

Given: E^ = 8.85x lA-tz f/m.

' t4l

6) The curie temperahrre ofiron is 1043k. Ifeachiron atom has a masneuc momenr
of two Bohr magnetons, calculate the values of weiss constant and;ude constailt
assuming that the saturation magnetisation of iron is 1.75 xlff A,/m. (Boltymann
constant = L38x1Ga Jlk; Bohr magneton = 9.27x10ra Am). I4l

7) A sample of silibon whose intrinsic carrier concentration is'9.8x10!5/m3 at
JUUK, ls made n-type material. If the density of donor atoms is 102rlm3,
determine the electron and hole densities. t4l

An elechic field of 100v/rn is applied to a sample of n-type semiconductor
whose Hall coefficient is -0.0125m3/c, Determine the cunent density in the
sample, assuming the electron mobility to be 0.36mzrrrsr. t4l

q)

PART.C
a) Explain surface defects.

b) What is Piezo-electricity?

c) Write any two affecting factors ofdiffusion.

d) State and explain curie-weisslaw .

e) In pure silieon and germanium, the number of electrons
equal at room temperature. justify.

0 Write two applications of liquid crystals.

g) What is fermilevel and what is il's significance?

h) Write the expression for photo-emf of p-njunction.

.4, .a, .a,

t2)

t21

t2l

I2l

and holes are

tzl

tzl

t2l

t2l
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MATITEMATICS (paper _ V)

Real Analysis and Applied Marhemati

Time : 3 Eours
Instructiott: Answerallsections.

I. Answer any eight questions. Each question

a) Examine the behaviour of the sequ"n"" 
{r.rirr3}.

b) Show that the sequence {:r,}, whered =l*f *1*..........*1 i.
monotonically increasing.

If the sequence {x,,} converges to l, then prove that {l4l} converges to

Prove that the series I(-l), oscillates finitely.

Test the convergence of the series #.*-+- . .

Prove that the serie 
" 
r-;-:-i- .......... is conversent.

Find L{cosh2t + e-,' + 6} .

a?'-li-"--"-
,('--------\.ri ,l
\or------,/

!;;"i;",'4

h) Find z-'{ 2'+ l^ }
l(r - 3)" j

P.T.O.
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(2t +3 , O<r <5
Express J(t)=l 6 , ,>5 in terms of cr-function.

Find the primitive period oftan 7x.

Find the fourier co-eIficient ao for the function /(.r) = v. sin x,0 < x <2tr

Ifp(:r) and q(x) are two periodic functions then prove that p(.r) + g(.x) is

also penodlc luncnon.

. SECTION. B .

II. Answer any eight questions. Each question carries four marks.

a) If {r,} and {y,} are two convergent sequences a16 limx,=l 316

lim )" = zr , then prove 116 lim(.r, ' y" ) = l.rn.

b) Prove that every monotonically increasing sequence which is bounded

above is convergent.

Show thatthe sequence {x,}, whererr = 1 ^6 t6, = ,tZ + 4, is converget

and converges to 2.

Ir,.rYl
i-Jlscuss rne nature oI me sequence , | ' '

;;"l* ;;. .;:.-"; ; J, ::,),
State and prove limit form of comparison test for the series ofpositive
tenns.

g) Prove tJrat the geometric series

) Converges if lxl<1

ii) Diverges if y21and

iii) Oscillates if y 3 -1

)n+l
h) Test the convergence of thc series.I;fu1

)

k)

,D

c)

d)

e)

R

s,_'
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i) Bxamine the convergence ofthe series

- 212.4 12.4.6rl+_._+_._+_._+........| 2 1.3 3 1.3.5 4

M-3151

) Discuss the convergence of the s".i", tlg*{
', SECTION - C

IIL Answer any eight questions. Each question carries four marks

f f/'\l '.a) tf L{f @l= f(s) thenprovet}rat ,I;J= J/<")a".

nlb) Showthat, Ilt" | =;;, where n is a positive integer.'.-J"'

(_t
-,1 2s Ic) Evaluate L'1 

7 ;-. p fusing 
convolution theorem..

l(s- +e, 
J

d) Find /G) trz{/('t=bc(=)

e) Solve =j +]-Zy =Zsos3r - I lsin3t, given that' dt- dt

y(0) = 0 and y'(0) =.6 by Laplace transform method.

^ ;... ^t) Find the lburier coefficient of

-. . [-k if -2< x <o- r {r}{" ' 'lk if 0<.r<2

9 Find the fourier series of /(.r) =l x I in -z < , < tr , Hence show that

111 12-=+-_-* " *.........=T.

-3-
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h) Find the fourier coefiicient of /(-r) = {- " ' 0<x<3
lr- x , 3<x<6 &2L=6.

t Find the fourier series of the function /(r) =;gos.r overthe interval(-tr,r).

. :). Find the halfrange sine series of /(.r) = rx_ x2 in 0 < x < tr .

ooo

-4-
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Instruction : Answer All The Sections.

I. Answer any Eight questions. Each question

a) Define Zero divisors ofa ring. List all the Zero divisors ofZr.
b) Ifa'? : a, y ae R, then prove that the ring R is commutative.

c) Prove that every field is an integral domain.

d) Define characteristics of a ring. Find the characteristics of a ring
(26' +6, x).

e) In a ring R, let Ra: {xa l.re R}, ae R. Prove that Ra is a left ideal of R.

f1 Show that 2+Jiand2-Ji are units in z(rE).

( 1) )

c) Let f (.r) :.f, where:re [0, 1] and P = 
1 

0, i' ;' 1 
| be apartition of [0, i].

Compute L (f, p) and U (f, p).

h) Prove that the lower Riemann integral cannot exceed the upper Riemann
integral.

i) Give an example of a bounded function which is not fuemann integrable
over [0, 1].

j) For any partition P of [a, b], prove that L (f, p) < U (f, p), where f is
bounded and defined over [a, b].

k) If 'f is R-integrable over [a, b] and k is any constant then, prove that

.b .b

JdK I\x'oc=KJdI\x)ax.
l) Give an example ofa discontinuous function which is not integrable.

f:-9i..'*-'tl 
---:flro----- lr't'----;j"\ J^oa)-----rQ*,

P.T,O.
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SECTION - B

II. Answer any Eight questions. Each question canies four marks.

a) Prove that the Set Z. = { 0, 1,2,3,4,5} is a commutative ring with unity
with respect to the operation$andQ.

b) Prove that a ring R is without Zero divisors ifand only ifthe cancellation

laws hold in R,

c) Show that every finite integral domain is a field.

d) IfQ is a homomorphism of ring R into ring R' with kemel K then, prove

that K is an ideal ofR.

e) Prove that an integral domdin can be embedded isomorphically into its
field ofquotients.

f) Prove that a pol;rnomial ring over a field is a principal ideal ring.

g) State and prove fundamental theorem ofring homomorphism.

h) Find the g.c.d. of f (r):.1- 3l+ 2x - 6 and g(x): x3 - 4f + 4x -3
and express it in the form a (x) f(x) + b (;r) g (.r).

i) Show that the polynomial f (.x) =/ + x + 1 is irreducible over Zr.

j) Show thatt' + 2f +b+ 2isineducible over Q, by Eisenstein's criterion.

SECTION - C

III. Answer any Eight question. Each question carries four marks.

a) If f : [a, b] -+ R is a bounded function then, prove that
U (- f, p) = - L (f, p) and L (- f, p) = - u (f' p).

b) Iffis a bounded function defined on [a, b] then, prove that for every
e > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that.

.Etb-
U(t,p)< )- fQ)ax+eandL(f , p)> )" fG) ax-e, for every partition

P of [a, b] with llpll < 6.
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c) State and prove the necessary and su{ficient condition for R-integrability

of a bounded function.

d) Let f (x) : x on [0, 1]. Show that f is R-integrable over [0, 1] and
.l

calwl*e )of Q) dx.

e) Prove that every monotonic function defined on [a, b] is R-integrable
over [a, b].

I " I _lA function f is defined on [0, l] by I$)=-Ior-----<x3-
n : l, 2,3, ............ and f (0) = 0. Prove that f is R-

integrable over [0, I ] and evaluate I'J A> *.

If f (x) and g (.:r) are two bounded integrable functions defined on [a, b]
then, prove that f(x) + g (:r) is also R-integrable over [a, b].

State and prove first mean value theorem ofintegral calculus.

If f (x) is continuous in [a, b] and F (i= I' f Odt, gx 6 [a, b] then,

prove that F'(x) = f (x), Y:g [a, b].

Show that f (.r) = cosx is R-integrable over [a, b] by taking into 'n' equal
Darts.

VVVV

c)

h)

D

)
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Answer any two full questions from each part (A' B & C)'

Answer five questions from Part - D.

PART - A

What is an operating system? Explain batch processing operating system and

multi programming operating system. t10l

a) What is a process? Explain the process states with a neat diagram' [7]

b) Write the differences between short-term scheduler and long term

scheduler. t3l

3) a) Consider the following set of processes

Process

P1

P2

P3

Calculate the following for Round Robin algorithm and ICIS .

i) Average waiting time.

ii) Tirm around time'

Assume time quantum (5ms) using gantt chart.

1)

2)

CPU Burst time (ms)

2A

12

19

t10l

i"-Jj-$
-1(*o..- 

-----\', *
*l

f'--*--.i

P.T,O.
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4) a)

b)

lNd-s446

PART. B

What is Dead lock? Mention the necessary conditions for a deadlock to
occur. t4l
Explain Banker's algorithm with its appropriate data structure. t61

!, Write a note on :

a) Resource Allocation graph

b) Virtual memory

8) Explain the phases ofcompilation.

9) a) Briefly discuss :

i) Bootstrap loaders

ii) Absolute loaders

b) Write a note on linken.

t10l

t10l

t6l

I4l

6) a)

b)

Write the differences between paging and segmentation.

Write a note on :

i) Fragmentation

ii) Swapping

PART. C

7) Explain with datastructures pass one and pass two assembler algorithm. [10]

t6l

-2-
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PART-D, [5x4=],8'l
I0) List and explain any four services provided by the operating system.

11) Differentiate preemptive and Non-preemptive scheduling,

l2l Explain process control block.

13) Explain the purpose ofDynamic loading.

14) Differentiate compilers and assernblers.

15) What are loaders? Explain the basic functions of loaders,

A.A.A.

-3-
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Object Oriented Programming with C++ (Paper - VI)
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Instructions: 7) Answer any two full queslians from each part (A, B & C).
2) Part-Discompuhory

PART. A

1) a) What is object oriented programming? Write the applications ofoop.t6l

b) Explain Data encaptulation and DataAbstraction with example. t4l

2) a) Explain the different Data types available in C++. t5l
b) Explain different types of control statements used in C++. t51

3) a) What is function overloading? Explain with an example.

b) Explain Enumerated Data types used in C++.

PART - B

4) a) How to define a member function of a class in C++? Explain. t5I
b) Explain Static Data Member with an example? tsl

5) a) Explain constructor overloading with an example C++ program. ts]
b) Write a program to overload any one binary operator in C++. t5l

t6l

t4l

(2"--\r^
,'wo_- -__,.,._. 

\,
)+; lt

i oL----- ,/-.)..\. J|o
i|';;""'"-",9
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6) a)

b)

tsl

tsl

8) a)

b)

7) a)

b)

9) a)

b)

Answer any 5 Ouestions

10) Write a note on constructor.

11) Write a note on array of objects'

12) What is scope Resolution operator? Mention it's uses'

13) Write a note on Data Hiding'

,M-3445

Explain Access specifiers used in C++'

Explain the Friend frrnction with an CJ:f program'

PART. C

What is Inheritance? Mention the types of inheritance'

Write a "C++" program to implement multiple inheritance'

Explain the formatted Vo operations in "C++"'

Write a "C+r" program to illustrate virtual base class'

What is a file? What are different file operation rnodes used in C+r?[5]

Explain the class templates in C++. tsl

PART.D:

tsl

tsl

[5x4=20]

t4l

t61
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14) Explain File handling steam classes in C+r.

15) What is inline function? Write the advantages of inline function.

A"r?"4.
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